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OLYMPIC BOXING RING 7,8X7,8M (NO IBA CERTIFICATION )

 
Ideal boxing ring for Boxing Associations! With Olympic boxing ring
you can organize international events, according to IBA
(AIBA) rules. Olympic boxing ring with official size. Best type of PRO
boxing ropes. Swing stools. The Olympic boxing ring is designed for
organizing international boxing matches and meets all the
regulations of the federations IBA (AIBA).

Outer dimension 7,8
x 7,8m (25,6 x 25,6
ft.)

Inner dimension
between ropes
6,1x6,1m (20,1 x 20,1 ft.)

Swing stools
in the corners

Amateur boxing is both an Olympic and Commonwealth sport and is a
common fixture in most international games
International parameters:
All parameters of the competition boxing ring are designed to meet the
requirements for organizing international competitions.  The floor of
the ring is well cushioned and covered with a cotton canvas, and it
meets the most stringent requirements of boxing federation IBA (AIBA)
technical rules 2016..  The surface of the frame is galvanically treated
so as to provide exceptional durability and longevity.  The swivel stools
in the corners of the ring can be easily removed. Top product in our
boxing rings production.
Double suspension floor:
Because safety is important for us ring is fitted with dual suspension.
OSB boards are  suspended from the underside with the soft layer in
addition. For color combinations, or your printing corners contact us
with any other requirements.
Boxing ring ropes:
The ropes and corners of the ring are designed to meet the latest
safety requirements. They contain a core of steel wire that is placed in
a safety cover in order to avoid cuts and possible injury.  The foam
padding provides safety and comfort. The leatherette casing is easy to
wash. Are you interested in printed ropes or rope covers? Contact us.
Safety:
Padded floor of thickness 1.5 cm ensures athletes stability. The space
between the edge of the ring and boxing ropes is 86 cm, it is another
special safety factor restricting the possibility of injury to a minimum.
I want a different design:
Colors of the ring determine IBA (AIBA) rules. We can offer this boxing
ring in more color variants. You can choose color combinations of the
ropes, a color combination of the ring frame and a different color of the
ring canvas. You can easily configure everything in the the Design
Studio. If you want the ring with your partners or sponsors printed on
the ring  - Contact us.  

BASIC SPECIFICATION

Use: International matches

Product code: CBR 7840

Outer size: 7,8 x 7,8m (25,5 x 25,5 ft.)

Inner size between ropes: 6,1 x 6,1m (20,1 x 20,1 ft.)

Frame: galvanized

Height of the floor: 1 m (3,28 ft.)

Floor material: hard wood

Floor padding: 1,5 cm (0,59 in.)

Weight: 1800 kg

PADDING AND CANVAS

Canvas: Cotton 530g/m2

Floor padding: 1,5cm PE foam

Boxing ropes: Leatherette cover, padding 2cm PE, steel core

Corners: Leatherette cover, cushion PUR

WARRANTY

Construction:: 5 years

Others:: 2 years except tear and wear

SHIPPING DIMENSIONS

Free loaded on the truck: 4 x 2,2 x 1,8m (13,2 x 7,2 x 5,9 ft.)

Packed in OSB boxes #1:: 1,3 x 2,2 x 1,6m (4,2 x 7,2 x 6 ft.)

Packed in OSB boxes #2:: 1,3 x 2,2 x 1,6m (4,2 x 7,2 x 6 ft.)

Packed in OSB boxes #3:: 1 x 1,2 x 1m (3,2 x 4,2 x 3,2 ft.)
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